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EUROPEAN NON DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION FORUM (ENDEF)
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G. Engl, SIEMENS KWU, Erlangen,

U. von Estorff, EC, JRC / 1AM, Petten

1. BACKGROUND

NDE (Non Destructive Examination) during fabrication, PSI (pre-service
inspection) and ISI (In Service Inspection) are considered key issues for the
safe use of Nuclear Energy. In addition, they are an important element of
Plant Lifetime Management, which is today a critical item in the decision
process on Nuclear Policies.

NDE is affected by several factors:
the components to be inspected, including the effect of material,
geometry, access conditions, etc.
the reliability and the effectiveness of the techniques, equipment and
procedures as applied, and their qualification,
the human factors and thus the personnel training and qualification
process.

When looking to the Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC's) and
to the New Independent States (NIS) operating soviet designed reactors, time
has come to establish an industrial co-operation framework with these
countries, considering the effectiveness and the adaptability of the European
Technology.

Important issues involved are:
codes and their transfer into practical applications,
design, material and welding technology of the components to be
inspected,
damaging mechanisms,
qualification procedures,
qualification of training,
qualification of personnel.

Without any doubt, there is a value to integrate, in a logical and sequential
approach, the different factors and aspects described above if one wants in
the short term to render a well designed and structured assistance to the
CEEC's and NIS in the field of NDE/ISI. In addition, for the medium to longer
term, this integration is the best background to establish industrial co-
operation between the Western and Eastern European industry.

With this in mind, the DG XVII (Directorate General DGXVII for Energy) of the
EC (European Commission) has created and launched the European Non
Destructive Examination Forum (ENDEF).
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2. OBJECTIVES OF ENDEF

The Forum provides a platform for open discussion between representatives
of the European industrial actors active in the NDE/ISI in the CEEC's and
NIS.
The purpose is to establish a co-operation pattern between qualified
representatives of the EU (European Union) industry to offer a better co-
ordinated and well defined assistance to the CEEC's and NIS in the field of
NDE/ISI, and to lay the ground for further industrial co-operation.
The Forum is therefore regularly in contact with experts of CEEC's and NIS.

3. THE MODES OF OPERATION OF ENDEF

The Forum operates by sharing views and experiences of the European
industry in order to better co-ordinate and define optimal scopes for
existing and future assistance and co-operation programs in the CEEC's
and NIS (TACIS/PHARE, bilateral assistance, commercial actions, etc.).
This activity is performed in proper conduct and with respect for the
rules of confidentiality.

When required, the Forum can be opened to representatives of the
CEEC's and NIS.

To facilitate the co-ordination and definition exercise, the Forum uses
the so-called "Strategy Paper". In addition, the Forum can perform
further analyses and elaboration of position papers.

The scope of the discussions includes:

• scientific and technical aspects of NDE during fabrication controls,
PSI and ISI

• inspection procedures based on NDE
• codes and standards with specific emphasis on the code situation

in the NIS (in view of technical and industrial applications, not code
development, harmonisation or safety aspects studies)

• training for ISI
• qualification of inspection procedures and equipment.

. • strategies for implementation of NDE systems

ENDEF is working in close co-operation with other existing groups of the
EC (European Commission) and with full respect for their rules and
mandates:
• the WGC/S (Working Group Codes and Standards) of DG XI,

covering safety aspects and codes in particular
• the European Network ENIQ (European Network for Inspection

Qualification) of DG VII/JRC
• DGIA for the Nuclear Safety programmes of PHARE and TACIS
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4. THE MEMBERSHIP OF ENDEF

ENDEF is a Forum targeted towards the European industrial actors in
NDE/ISI, active in the CEEC's and NIS (NDE Service/Equipment Suppliers,
Engineering Companies, Utilities and, if appropriate, R&D organisations).

The membership mid 1997 was as follows:

M. Deffrennes- EC DG XVII - Coordinator
U. von Estorff - EC JRC IAM - Secretary
F. Champigny - Chairman of ENIQ ( ENIQ )
H. Bakker - Kema ( NL)
E. Liszka - SIP ( S )
G. Engl - Siemens ( D )
Y. Guenon - Intercontrole ( F )
P. Kauppinen - VTT ( Fl)
J-P. Lietard - Tractebel ( B)
R. Martinez Ona - Tecnatom ( E)
C, Waites - AEA Technology ( UK)
J. Guinovart - EC DG XI C2 - Observer
S. Crutzen - EC JRC I AM - Observer

5. THE STRATEGY DOCUMENT OF ENDEF

The prominent role played by NDE makes it essential that in-service
inspection (ISI) projects for RBMK and W E R reactors are carried out in a
consistent way, conforming to an overall strategy. Such consistency is difficult
to achieve because of the diverse way in which ISI systems have been
developed not only in different countries but also in different organisations in
the same country. These diversities, which occur both in the Eastern and
Western countries, have arisen because of different technical developments
and Codes and Standards in these countries and the many ways available for
the implementation of ISI. A consequence of this has been that different
international relationships, financing opportunities, bilateral and multilateral
programmes have created widely varying patterns of ISI systems and
technology implementation in different countries and even at different sites in
the same country.

The large worldwide PISC Programme, sponsored to a major portion by the
EU, has established an excellent basis of defining the meaning of "Effective
ISI System" in technical terms. The results obtained within PISC more clearly
demonstrated the effectiveness of the "European Techniques" and make it
most desirable to use these techniques for the ISI of W E R and RBMK
reactors, of course suitably adapted and optimised.

This approach has been developed by ENDEF in its so-called Strategy
Document. This document identifies the major steps involved together with an
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explanation of their purpose, the results they should generate and any
interrelationship between them. It then breaks these steps down into more
detailed activities accompanied by information on any relevant national,
bilateral and multilateral programmes.

This strategic concept has been generated on the assumption that the
programme for implementation of ISI would be starting from zero, - well
knowing that this is not the case. However, this mode of working allows for
the appreciation, evaluation and suggestions for programmes and solutions
already existing and bringing them in line with the overall approach defined by
this concept.

An important aspect of this strategy document is that it has been generated
by industrial organisations that are involved in day-to-day ISI work in Western
plants as well as in development activities and with practical experience on
site with RBMK and WER reactors. The involvement of the JRC Petten
provides necessary independent scientific input and contribution from large
co-operative programmes such as PISC.

This strategy should be used as the basis for planning co-operation
programmes for ISI and for their detailed definition and implementation.

Figures 1 and 2 provide the overall picture of the ENDEF strategy. Figures 3
and 4 give details for two specific items of the strategy, taken as examples.

6. WORK PREPARED BY ENDEF

The main short term purpose of the Forum, as described previously in this
report, is to define, in the most effective way, the scope of assistance and co-
operation projects to be developed with the Eastern colleagues. This has
been done by taking benefit of the combined experiences of participating
industrial experts.

The first activity of the Forum, during 1994 and 1995, was the drafting of the
Strategy Document, describing in an exhaustive way, the full spectrum of
technical areas and activities needed to be in place to ensure a complete
coverage of Non Destructive Examination at a country level. This Strategy
Document, provided in section 5 of this report, represents an agreed
perspective of European experts in the field. This was then presented to and
discussed with and positively received by Eastern European, Russian and
Ukrainian colleagues during joint meetings held in Brussels, Moscow and
Petten, during the year 1996.

The second and most relevant activity of ENDEF in relation to the terms of
reference was an in depth analysis of different on-going bilateral and
multilateral European projects in the NDE field, performed by the ENDEF
members to determine how the defined steps of the ENDEF Strategy are
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presently covered by the projects. As a result, one could derive and prioritise
the areas were further activities should take place. The first results of this
comparison were proposed to the bodies in charge of deciding on assistance
programmes or for the definition of co-operation projects.

The results of the comparison as far as discussed up to now by the ENDEF
group are identifying areas of work or of further co-operation like RRTs,
Qualification, Training, ...

Generally the aspects of ISI objectives are either neglected or underestimated
in importance in determining projects of high priority.

The work will now be pursued within ENDEF in order to have an analysis, on
a country level, of what has already been done and what should still be
envisaged in the field of NDE.

7. DIRECT CO-ORDINATION WITH CEEC's AND NIS's

ENDEF meetings in Moscow in May 1996 and in Petten in November 1996,
both with the participation of more than 20 Russian experts assembled by
MINATOM and a few Ukrainian representatives, as well as meetings
organised in May 1996 in Brussels and November 1997 at PAKS for the
participation of CEEC's experts, pursue one objective: the one of the creation
in the NIS and CEEC's of equivalent groups of nuclear industrial experts to
ENDEF. Such a good correspondence of interest and organisation would
make very effective the co-operation, the definition of objectives, of priorities,
of projects specifications, - on the whole - the launching of well structured
and targeted projects in the area of ISI.

A good response by the Western and Eastern industries was given to this
initiative of ENDEF that, hopefully, will lead to visible success in 1998.

8. CONCLUSION

ENDEF, an initiative of the European Commission, DG XVII (Energy) was well
supported by the European industrial institutions working in assistance (or co-
operation to underline the aim) with nuclear industrial organisations in the
CEEC's and NIS's.

This Forum provides effectively a platform for open discussion between
representatives of industrial actors active in the NDE/ISI field with the purpose
to establish a co-operation pattern between qualified representatives of the
EU (European Union) industry to offer a better co-ordinated and well defined
assistance to the CEEC's and NIS in the field of NDE/ISI, and to lay the
ground for further industrial co-operation.

ENDEF developed a strategy to follow for the establishment of co-operation
projects. This strategy is now used to understand the extent of past or
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present assistance projects and to identify the areas where more co-operation
is needed.

ENDEF encourages the creation in the NIS's and CEEC's of similar forums in
order to increase the co-operation and co-ordination.

ENDEF is also working in perfect agreement with the European Network
ENIQ, piloted by the European plant operators. This identity of views lead to
the leadership by the ENDEF co-ordinator of the ENIQ Task 3 involving
Applications of the European Methodology for ISI qualification in the CEEC's
and NIS's and presently fully integrated in ENDEF.
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Figure 1: Strategy (steps) to implement an effective and coherent in-service
inspection system (for WER and RBMK reactors in the frame of
industrial cooperation).

1. Mutual Appreciation (Mutual Knowledge of ISI Status in EU and
CEECs/NIS Countries)

2. Comparison of major "Codes and Standards" and Industrial Practices incl.
QA-Programmes in EU and CEECs/NIS Countries

3. Comparison of ISI Effectiveness using Feedback of Experience, Experimental
Investigations and Results of Items 1 and 2

4. Study of Factors with negative Influence on ISI Effectiveness (Human Factors,
inadequately specified Procedures,...)

5. Development of Improved Technology
5.1. Paperwork and Proj ect Discussion
5.2. Adaptation and Prototypes

6. Generation of ISI Concept for Primary Circuit and for other Components
where ISI provides Assurance of Safety

7. Procedures and Equipment
7.1. Procedure Specification for ISI of the different Components
7.2. Equipment Specification (new or to be modified)
7.3. Equipment Procurement (European, at large, if possible)

8. Personnel Training Organisation, Establishment of Training Centres

9. Study of the Limits of the System's Capability

10. Qualification Scheme Definition and Implementation (if possible
harmonized with the European Methodology ENIQ)

11. Implementation of the developed ISI System accompanied by Establishment of

Qualification Centres

12. Establishment of ISI Equipment Maintenance Centre

13. Review and Adaptation of "Codes and Standards" and Practices including the
Qualification
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Figure 3: Example of item 3 from strategy

=> ITEM 3

Comparison of ISI Effectiveness using Feedback of Experience,
Experimental Investigations and Results of Items 1 and 2

Purpose
To generate a commonly accepted WER and RBMK related NDE Data Base
for:
* - Comparison and Evaluation of the effectiveness of selected ISI systems

in use in the EU and CEEC's/NIS
* - Drawing consequences for addressing the contents of technology

programme for combination, adaptation, improvement and optimisation
of the techniques used or to be developed

Activities
* - Definition of collaborative inspection trials and conditions (PISC Type)

including collection of existing evidence
* - Identification of suitable test blocks available in the CEEC's/NIS and in

EU countries, specifically through PISC
* - Identification of additional blocks needed (if necessary)
* - Planning and procurement of these additional blocks
* - Performance evaluation of mechanised (manual) inspections of these

blocks according to CEEC's/NIS and to selected EU techniques based
on the specific Codes and Standards

* - Joint in-depth analysis and code related interpretation of the results
* - Final report

Results to be expected
* - W E R and RBMK specific NDE data base similar to PISC data
* - Commonly accepted comparison and evaluation of the techniques

regarding their effectiveness when applied to WER and RBMK
components

* - Basis for the definition of a technology programme (Item 5)
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Figure 4: Example of item 10 from the strategy

=> ITEM 10

Qualification Scheme Definition and Implementation (if possible
harmonised with the European Methodology)

Purpose
To install a methodology for a solid evaluation of effectiveness of ISI
systems/procedures if newly implemented or for new problem areas

Activities

Identification of qualification requirements related to :
* - relevant components (component areas) and associated critical flaws
* - procedure and equipment
* - personnel (related to items 8 and 9)

Definition of qualification methodology, harmonised with European
qualification methodology, covering:
* - performance demonstration

-test blocks with flaw distribution and characteristics
-specification of practical trials

* - technical justification
-theoretical modelling
-empirical data base
-physical reasoning

* - pass/fail criteria
* - involvement of different institutions

Results to be expected

* - Inspection qualification methodology harmonized with European
approach established in CEECs/NIS
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